Welcome to the 2003 Fall ECHO. We hope you find this yearbook pleasant and memorable in the years to come. Because Jeni and I are the editors we feel our duty is to impart upon you a little heartfelt advice.

Editors Notes

You already know the obvious: Never procrastinate; only park where your tag says you can; make lots of friends while watching Star Wars. However, we need to mention one other thing. During your college years, you will have moments when you feel like you can’t do it; you can’t do life. Well…you are right. You can’t, at least not without the power of God. Somebody once said that God is the ultimate difference between success and failure. It takes the power of Christ to sustain us in everything, even “simple” successes. Man cannot live by ramen noodles alone — we know, we tried.

Enough said, we’re just glad you’re reading. While leafing through this year’s ECHO, see each face not only as your friend or a stranger or even yourself, but as somebody who achieves success by relying on the power of God.

Top fifteen reasons why everybody should come to Spring Arbor University:

15. The beautiful, construction-site filled, landscape.
14. Dr. Woods.
13. The D.C. Food, and the way your clothes smell when you come out.
12. The humid, yet tropical climate.
11. No need to turn on the heat [despite the temperature] until November.
10. Because there are at least two cordless keyboards on campus.
9. The Cougar card works for everything...
8. All the entertainment supplied on the weekends.
7. All the scooters.
6. The vast number of men on campus.
5. Memorizing pin numbers, ID numbers, phone numbers, mail box numbers...
4. It’s so affordable.
3. Monday Chapel speakers (especially ones who talk about the gender of God).
2. Students get to stuff their bellybuttons on T.V.
1. And of course, the ECHO.
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But the Fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self control.
Hello! I am President Beebe. Have a GREAT day!

Blessed is the man that does not walk in the counsel of the ungodly, nor stand in the way of sinners nor sit in the seat of mockers. But his delight is in the Law of the Lord.
Who knew potato sacks could be so fun?